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1. Mr. Z. Kuramochi has recently obtained the following very interesting

result concerning the classification of Riemann surfaces [1]:

If we delete from a Riemann surface belonging to the class Onn— OQ( OHΌ — Oβ)

an arbitrary compact set, the resulting surface remains in the class OAB(OAD).

In the present paper we indicate a new method of proving this theorem,

simultaneously for the cases B and Zλ

Let R be a non-compact Riemann surface, β its ideal boundary and a a

closed curve, dividing R into the domains R' and R" suppose that Rf is non-

compact and let β( be the part of the ideal boundary R which belongs to Rf.

We shall call β1 a boundary part and R1 a neighbourhood of βf.

Definition. A boundary part β1 is a OHB(OHD)-boundary part if for each

completion of Rf obtained by adding along a a compact domain, the resulting

surface belongs to the class OHn- OO(OHΏ- OG).

L. Sario proved the following necessary and sufficient condition satisfied

by a surface which belongs to OHB(OHD) [2] :

Let R be a Riemann surface and a a finite system of closed curves, bound-

ing a compact domain K on R. Then, R belongs to OHB(OHD) if and only if

each bounded (Diricklet bounded^) harmonic function in R — K, which is zero

on a and whose conjugate has on a a zero period, vanishes in R- K identically.

This criterion shows that in the definition of a OHB(OHD)-boundary part, it

is enough that at least one completion of Rf by adding a compact set along a

belongs to Oun - OQ(OHn - OG).

Consider now a non-compact Riemann surface R; let a be an analytic
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*> I.e., with a finite Dirichlet integral.
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curve, dividing R and Rf one of the non-compact components of R-a. Let

{Rn} be an exhaustion of R, βn the boundary of Rn> Rli- RnCΛ R', βn - fin Π Rf I

and let u be a function, harmonic in a neighbourhood of a. Let

# ( « ) = lira #»(«), (1)

where Hn(u) is the harmonic function in 7?ή which coincides with w on a and

is zero on βn [3], C4]. The convergence of the sequence Hn(u) is uniform on

every compact set belonging to Rf and the limit is bounded and has a finite

Dirichlet integral in R'. H{u) is a linear operator.

2. LEMMA. If R1 is a neighbourhood of an 0HB(0HΌ)-boundary part βf of

a Riernann surface R, and if the relative boundary a of Rf is analytic, then

every bounded {Dirichlet bounded) harmonic function in R' satisfies the equality

u-a = H(u-a) (2)

with a suitable constant a.

Indeed, the function

u-a- H{u- a)

is harmonic and bounded (Dirichlet bounded) in Rf and zero on a. We can

always determine the constant a in such a way that the conjugate of

u- a- H{u- a) has a zero period on a. The lemma follows then from Sario's

criterion, stated above.

Denoting by ω the harmonic measure of β1 with respect to Rf, i.e.,

ω = limα>«, (3)
7J-»CO

where ωn is harmonic in Rή and takes constant values 0 on a and 1 on βn, we

have

u-a\ = \H{u-a)\ = lim \Hn(u-a)\

^ limMU - ωn) = M(l - ω), (4)

where M=max\u- a\ on a. This inequality implies that u converges to the

constant a on every sequence of points on which ω converges to 1.

3. THEOREM. A Riemann surface R which contains in its boundary a

υ)-boundary part, belongs to the class 0AB(0AD).
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Let R' be a neighbourhood of β1 with an analytic curve a as relative

boundary. Consider, as above, an exhaustion {Rn} of R and let βn be the

boundary of Rn, Rή = RnΓ\Rf and βn = βnΓ\R\ ω = limα)n be the harmonic

measure of β1 with respect to R1. Denote by Gz the set of points in which

α>< 1 - ε ( 0 < e < l ) and let ft be the level set ω = 1 - ε.

Let w-u + iv be a bounded (Dirichlet bounded) analytic function on /?.

The lemma implies the existence of two constants a and b such that on R'

ti- α = H(u-a)

υ-b = H(v-b). (5)

Setting c = a + #>> we get

\w-c\<ύ\u-a\ + \υ-b\ £ 2 M ( l - ω ) (6)

where M is the maximum of \w — c\ on α. The following inequality holds in

W — c ω

where ωn is the bounded harmonic function in Rn Π Gs which is 0 on a and on

& Π Rή and 1 on βή Π Gε. Indeed, this inequality is obviously satisfied on the

boundary of RnΠGt. We have in Gε Π /?«

cύn = ωn (8)

and, therefore, in Gε

ωf = lim ωj, ^ lim ωn = ω ^ 1 - ε. (9)

If ω' > 0, then

supω' = l, (10)
Qς

which contradicts (9).*) We infer that ωf =• 0. For n-* °°, the inequality (7)

yields

" 1 - ε

in Gε. But ε is arbitrary and ω is positive, so that we get

ω logε (11)

*> Indeed, let 0'=supω'^l on GεΠRf

n. Then we have -~^ω,'; passing to the limit,

we get ψέt*9. i.e.,
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ιv-c=0 (12)

and this proves the theorem.

This theorem gives as an immediate consequence Kuramochi's theorem,

conversely, our theorem follows easily from Kuramochi's one.

The following generalization of Kuramochi's theorem for the case ORB was

pointed out to the author by C. Constantinescu.

THEOREM. Let R be a Riemann surface belonging to OHB — OG and let F Q R

be a closed but not necessarily compact set, such that the harmonic measure ω

of the ideal boundary of R ivith respect to R- F be positive. Under these con-

ditions, there exist at least a compoment of R — F on which each analytic func-

tion takes all the values with the possible exception of a set of capacity zero.

A proof can be given by the method of Z. Kuramochi for the case OHB,

applied to the component of R - F in which ω is positive.
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